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Chapter 1 

The dissertation begins with an introduction to diatoms followed by an overview of 

biogeographical studies, an introduction to the Antarctic Realm in general and taxonomic and 

ecological diatom studies in this geographical region in particular. The gap in the knowledge 

of the ecology of species common in terrestrial vegetation is highlighted and the lack of 

consistent data records which necessitates further revision of the Continental Antarctic diatom 

flora.  

The scientific study includes the description of a new genus, an investigation of the role of 

taxonomic resolution in assessing assemblage change across environmental gradients using 

diatoms from surface sediments in Vestfold Hills lakes, and the effects of water availability 

and nutrients on diatoms growing on mosses and lichens in the Windmill Islands, Antarctica. 



The thesis ends with a general discussion summarising the findings from the individual 

sections, and an appendix containing a taxa list for the areas studied and photographic plates. 

Chapter 2 

This detailed taxonomic investigation was published in the journal Phytotaxa, co-authored by 

eight colleagues. The new genus Sabbea was described from Continental Antarctica after 

comparison of the species Navicula adminensis, the generitype of the new genus, with the 

morphological features of species in seven genera. The description is precise and supported by 

extensive morphological measurements of several populations from three different areas. The 

establishment of the new genus is well justified through an extensive morphological 

comparison with similar genera provided in the text and in a well organised table. High quality 

light and electron microscopy photographs show the morphological features of the new genus. 

Little information about the ecology of the species is provided despite the fact that a good 

number of samples from a variety of habitats were available. A table with environmental 

information about these habitats would have been informative. 

Chapter 3 

The impact of taxonomic resolution on the selection of main environmental factors which 

determine species distribution in 30 lakes of the Vestfold Hills, Antarctica, was published in 

the journal Diatom Research, co-authored by six colleagues. The study compares a dataset of 

surface sediment diatom assemblages from 30 lakes first analysed in 1999 and re-analysed 

using modern taxonomic concepts resulting in the recognition of 2.7× the number of taxa 

including 37 species which are endemic to the Antarctic region. Ordination techniques, 

ANOVA and PERMANOVA were used to identify significant environmental factors. 

Unsurprisingly the main factors are identical whether or not taxonomic resolution is improved 

given that samples were taken across strong gradients of salinity and alkalinity. It would be 

interesting to re-analyse the sets of species data without constraining the ordination through 

the inclusion of environmental data to study the effect of high-resolution taxonomy on 

similarity/dissimilarity between sites to document the presumed uniqueness of the different 

lake assemblages. The study has shown the value of detailed taxonomic analysis for the study 

of endemism and biogeography in the area.  An extensive list of taxa found in the Vestfold 

Hills is provided including a useful indication of the current taxonomic status of species. This 

emphasizes the need for further detailed studies of the taxa present in this and the wider 

Antarctic region. 



Chapter 4 

The role of water and nutrient availability, and vegetation type (mosses and lichens), for 

terrestrial diatom assemblages was summarized in a manuscript currently in review in the 

journal Antarctic Science, co-authored by 6 colleagues. It is the first study that examines the 

effects of anticipated changes in nutrient and moisture conditions as a consequence of warming 

on epiphytic diatoms in four different types of terrestrial vegetation in ice-free areas of the 

Antarctic. Abundance data are visualised in a clearly arranged graph, the importance of 

vegetation type on diversity metrics illustrated in bar charts, the lack of treatment impact, 

except for one genus, is shown in ordination charts and results of ANOVA and PERMANOVA 

tests presented in a well organised table. The importance of microhabitats and the consequences 

of potential loss of distinct habitats for diatom diversity and a shift in dominant taxa and 

competitive advantage of some is emphasized.  

The discussion does not consider reasons why nutrient and moisture manipulations had almost 

no effect on epiphytes, for examples that diatoms in terrestrial habitats might be well adapted 

to frequently changing moisture conditions, or that rapid uptake by the host plant might restrict 

nutrient availability to the epiphytes. 

A comparison of the distribution of taxa and differences in diversity between the study area 

and other locations in eastern Antarctica, Maritime Antarctica and subantarctic regions is 

provided and explains clear differences in the flora between the regions. 

Chapter 5 

The final discussion and conclusion stresses the inadequate use of existing data in 

biogeographical studies due to the current insufficient knowledge of the Antarctic diatom flora 

and the use of outdated taxonomic concepts in earlier literature. This makes comparison with 

those studies difficult. A section which focusses on the Continental Antarctic flora briefly lists 

other studies from the region, mentions taxa that are underrepresented in the Vestfold Hills, 

and stresses the dominance of taxa in only four genera and the more common occurrence of 

marine taxa. Better taxonomic identification in this work led to more precise information with 

respect to species tolerances towards the main environmental drivers, in particular salinity, but 

vegetation type remained the main factor in determining species distribution. The concluding 

section is concerned with current and future conservation of and threats to Antarctica. Given 

that only one third of known algae species are located in protected areas it would have been 

interesting to briefly summarize studies that provide evidence of biodiversity loss and impacts 



of environmental change on algae in the area and how the studies on diatoms can be developed 

to address the challenges which were highlighted. 

In general, the thesis is well-written and results discussed in the context of other investigations 

in the region and elsewhere. The methods applied are appropriate and present new results in a 

clear and visually appealing way. High quality photographic images are provided together with 

a table with information on their distribution between the study areas. Both data analysis and 

the discussion could have been extended and carried out in a more rigorous way but I suspect 

that the comparison with the old datasets was time consuming and at times frustrating, and 

should possibly be given less attention in future work, instead focusing efforts on detailed 

documentation of the flora which will encourage the use of diatoms in ecological applications 

that help to conserve the unique environment of Antarctica. 

I recommend the thesis for presentation during the defence. The quality of the taxonomic and 

ecological analyses fulfil the criteria necessary for obtaining a Ph.D. degree. 

 

I would like to congratulate the candidate Jordan M. Bishop on his valuable work on the floras 

of the Vestfold Hills lakes and terrestrial vegetation on the Windmill Islands, Antarctica, and 

wish him success in his future scientific undertakings. 
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